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Cosmology with massive neutrinos



  

On small scales neutrino perturbations 
are washed out

 

Linear theory results in neutrinos cosmologies 

leading to a suppression of power in the CDM 
component wrt a massless neutrino universe. 



  

- Eight different realizations of each model (48 in total)

- Box size 1 Gpc/h

- 512^ 3 CDM particles, 512^3 neutrino particles

- Neutrinos are treated as CDM particles, with large thermal velocities (free streaming)

The goal is to study the halo mass function and halo clustering in massive neutrino comologies

The simulations

FIXED



  

Brandbyge et al. (2010), Villaescusa-Navarro et. al (2012) : neutrino contribution to halo masses is 
negligible, i.e.        is small.

The halo mass function 

The abundance of massive clusters can be predicted using only linear theory quantities.
Halo mass is defined by

Note that

A universal mass function does not explicitly depend 
on redshift.

f ν



  

The halo mass function

The physical picture: 

the free streaming length is much larger than  
Lagrangian size of halos, neutrino perturbations 
do not play any role in the collapse.

Ichiki&Takada(2012) studied the spherical collapse with massive 
neturinos, finding sub % effect on the collapse threshold.

They can be treaded as a background cosmology effect, like a 
Cosmological Constant, and we can and should use the CDM 
power spectrum.

Not obvious a priori, think of a WDM particle, Axions or a 
Clustering Quintessence.



  

The halo mass function

Discrepancy wrt MICE fit around 10%  for the LCDM model.
It remains the same if we use the CDM P(k)

The DM prescription is off by ~20% at typical clusters mass.
It increases with redshift.

Non-universality in redshift similar to MICE for CDM P(k).



  

The halo mass function, universality wrt cosmology

Crucial for cosmological parameter estimation.

or

Universality wrt neutrino masses achieved using 
the CDM power spectrum.



  

The halo mass function, universality wrt cosmology

Potentatial systematic error in analyses of cluster counts from X-Ray/SZ measurements.



  

The halo mass function, implications for cluster counts

For reasonable values of       and 
the difference in the predicted number counts can 
reach the 10-20 %.

σ8 Ωm



  

The halo mass function, implications for cluster counts

A higher value of neutrino masses is required to reduce the tension with CMB data at fixed       .Ωm



  

Halo bias

Halos and galaxies are biased tracers 
of the underlying mass distribution

Linear bias is expected to be 
scale-independent on large 
scales.

Potential systematic error in galaxy 
clustering measurements.



  

Conclusions and perspectives

Neutrino clustering is not relevant for halo abundances and galaxy clustering, implying that:

    - The halo mass function of massive neutrino cosmologies is correctly described in terms of the 
       CDM field only. Universality wrt to cosmology not recovered if P_m is used.

   - Important consequences for cosmology from cluster counts .

   - Linear bias factors are scale independent and universal if CDM perturbations are used.
     Possible systematic effect in analyses of galaxy clustering if P_m is used.

Low velocity neutrinos will cluster around CDM halos, and form an extended and diffuse neutrino halo.
Is there any physical effect where the neutrino halo can play a significant role?



  

Thank you !



  

The halo mass function, degeneracies

From previous arguments follow that massive neutrinos are primarly degenerate with the 
amplitude of  the CDM Power Spectrum.



  

Halo bias, degeneracies



  

Halo bias, universality

Universal, scale independent 
linear bias factors can be 
obtained using the CDM 
Power Spectrum.
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